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In my thesis, I consider some recent objections to the kill information account of 

the good. I examine a particular line of argument advanced by Connie Rosati. 

Rosati argues that the judgments of our killy infomed selves lack normative 

authority for us. She daims that the full information account does not allow us to 

address properiy questions about Ma t  kind of person to be because the account 

identifies a person with her curent motivational system. We may hold personal 

ideals that conflict with our current motivational system. But I argue that by 

treating personal ideals as a part of one's motivational system, the full information 

account can address properiy questions about what kind of person to be. Rosati 

is also concemed with the changes that an agent would have to undergo in order 

to become fully infomed. We might end up with a different motivational system 

once fully infomied and so our fully inforrned judgments will lack normative 

authority for us. I argue that the changes to an agent's motivational system 

postulated by the full Rifornation account are beneficial changes. So 1 conclude 

that Rosati has not undemined the nonnative authority of our fully infomed 

judgments. 
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Cha~ter 1 : Introduction 

1 am interested in developing a naturalistic account of persona1 well-being. 

It is important, I believe, that the accuunt be naturalistic. The normative concept 

'good for a peson' must be analyzable, without residue, in completely non- 

normative, or descriptive. ternis. If we wish to maintain that value judgrnents are 

cognitive (Le., that they are either tnie or false as opposed to, Say, mere 

emotional expressions), naturalism seems like the only viable option. Non- 

naturalistic cognitivism leaves us punled about the epistemic status of value 

judgments and the ontological status of value. If value k. as GE. Moore in 

Princi~ia Ethica supposes it is, sui geneffs (metaphysically unique), one wonders 

how we could corne to know about it- Do we have, for example, a special faculty 

by which we intuit the tmth of value judgments? Naturalism. on the other hand. 

treats value as a natural fact accessible to us in much the same way that 

scientific facts are. 

The problem for naturalists is to accuunt for the normative content of value 

judgments. Natural facts, like the ones discovered by science, are not 

intrinsically motivating. Acknowledging the tmth of scientific daims leaves open 

our attitude towards them. The truth of a value judgment, however, seerns to 

guarantee that the person to whom it applies will be (at least in certain 

circumstances) rnoved by it. For example, if I Say "Chocolate ice cream is good", 

I mean to recommend it to you. This is quite different frorn my saying "Chocolate 

ice cream is brown." Value, or the good. as J.L. Mackie in Ethics: lnventina Riqht 

and Wronq points out, has "to-be-pursuednessl' built into it. The alleged facts 

alluded to by value, then, seem awfully queer. 

But the account I am interested in developing identifies a peson's good 

with her desires. A person's desires are, at the same time, a natural fact and 



intrinsically motivating . There seems to be nothing paficularly queer about these 

facts. We might. however, be suspicious of identifying our good with just any 

desires of ours. For example. 1 might have a desire to dnnk the clear Iiquid in the 

glass in front of me. I now believe that drinking the liquid will quench rny thirst. 

But 1 could be mistaken about the contents of the glass. The clear Iiquid might 

actually be gasoline and not water as I had assumed. We must correct for false 

beliefs. then, if we are to identify our good wiih our desires. This is essentially the 

strategy of the fol1 information a m u n t  of well-being. We must now familiarire 

ourselves with this account. 

Henry Sidgwick. in The Methods of Ethics, provides us with an early 

version of the full information account when he considers the Hobbesian view that 

"whatsoever is the object of any man's appetite or desire that is it which he for his 

part calleth good; and the object of his hate and aversion. evil." (Hobbes 28) He 

argues, contra-Hobbes. that we cannot sirnply mean by "X is good for A". "A 

desires X". Many things that A actually desires are desired only because A is 

mistaken about the facts or is using faulty reasoning- In these cases. if A knew 

al1 of the facts and was fully rational (Le. if A was fully infoned), A would no 

longer desire X The suggestion. then, is that 

a man's future good on the whole is what he would now desire and seek 
on the whole if al1 the consequemes of al1 the different lines of conduct 
open to him were accurately foreseen and adequately realised in 
imagination at the present point of tirne. (Sidgwick 1 1 1-1 12) 

Sidgwick points out that this seems like a plausible candidate for a naturaiistic 

definition of 'good'. He writes that 

[tlhe notion of 'Good' thus attained has an ideal element: it is something 
that is not always actually desired and aimed at by human beings: but 
the ideal element is entirely interpretable in ternis of fact, actual or 
hypothetical, and does not introduce any judgement of value, 
fundamentally distinct from judgements relating to existence; - still less 
any 'dictate of Reason.' (Sidgwick 1 12) 



This amunt  also satisfies a strong intuition that many philosophers share 

regarding a person's good. By Iinking the person's good to her desires, the 

account is internalist ln this wntext, intemalism is the view that something is 

good for an agent only if it cm. at least potentially, motivate her.1 It seems 

irnplausible to suppose that something could be good for a penon and yet 

completely fail. in appropnate circumstances. to motivate her. Peter Railton 

remarks that any accotmt which did not satisfy this intemaiist constraint "would be 

an intolerably alienated conception of someone's goad." (Railton 1986b: 9)2 

But Sidgwick ultimately rejects this account of 'good' (qua naturalistic 

definition) despite the fact that it gives "philosophical precision to the vaguer 

meaning with which [it is] used in ordinary discourse." (Sidgwick 11 2) His 

reasons for doing so are not clear. Immediately following his favorable 

presentation of the full information account he States that 

[ilt seems to me, however, more in accordance with common sense to 
recognise - as Butler does - that the calm desire for my 'good on the 
whole' is authontative ; and therefore cmies with it implicitly a rational 
dictate to aim at this end. if in any case a conflicting desire urges the 
will in an opposite direction. (Sidgwick 1 12) 

Sidgwick is refemng here to Butler's distinction between strength and authority. 

Butler maintains that what he calls "the principle of reflection" or "wnscience" has 

authority. This is to be contrastecl with the mere strength of Our desires. 

According to Butler, 

that principle by which we survey and either approve or disapprove our 
own heart. ternper. and actions, is not only to be considered as what is in 
its tum to have some influence, which may be said of every passion, of 
the lowest appetites, but likewise as being supenor; as from b very 
nature manifestly daiming superiority over al1 othen, insomuch that you 

i More specifically, we are dealing with what Stephen Danrvall calls "constitutive existence 
intemalism" where an agent's good consists in some subset of her desires (e-g., her f'ully 
informed desires). (Dar.mIl 1 992) 
2 Internalism is rarely argi- 2 for but, instead, advanced as an intuitively obvious view. But see 
Rosati (1 996) for five arguments for internalism. 



cannot fom a notion of this faculty. conscience, without taking in 
judgment, direction, superintendency. (Butler 41) 

According to Sidgwick, the authoritative nature of what Butler calls "conscience" 

is not amenable to a naturalistic interpretation. 

1 believe that an important distinction between strength and authority is 

precisely what Connie Rosati has in mind when she argues against the full 

information account of well-being in "Naturalism, Nomativity, and the Open 

Question Argument". Like Sidgwïck, she maintains that Butler's distinction 

undemines naturalism. Unlike Sidgwick. she provides us with an argument for 

this view- This will examined in chapter 2. 

It is important to note that we will be concerneci with what Rosati calls "the 

new naturalism."3 Full information theorists who fall under this heading include. 

among others, Richard Brandt and Peter Railton.4 The new naturalist offen a 

"reforming definition" of 'good'. It is not the business of reforming definitions to 

advance analytic or conceptual truths. Those who put forth a reforming definition 

propose, instead, an a postenon identity daim. So, for example, when Brandt 

daims that 'good' means 'rationally desired', he is not claiming that there are no 

questions which can be asked using 'good' that cannot be asked using 'rationally 

desired'. Consequently, his account is immune to the kind of crïticism advanced 

by GE. Moore in Principia Ethica. namely the open question argument. "X is 

rational to desire, but is it good?" is a conœptually open question. But that. by 

itself, does not nile out the possibility that 'good' is to be correctly identified with . 

'rationally desired'. Compare this with the identification of water and H20. 

'Watet and 'H20' are distinct concepts (Le. their intensions differ) but they have. 

nonetheless, the same extension. They are. ontologically, one and the same 

thing. Similarly, we might maintain, with Brandt, that 'good' and 'rationally desired' 

3 See Rosati 1995a: 47-52. 
4 See Brandt 1979, Railton 1986a, and1 986b. 



refer to the same thing despite their conceptual independence. Reforming 

definitions Iike Brandt's do not aim at conceptual ciosure. A reforming definition 

of 'good' should be, as Peter Railton supposes 1 can be. "tolerably revisionist", 

omitting only those aspects of our everyday usage that are superfiuous to its 

essences 

We are wncemed. then, with the more sophisticated foms of naturalism. 

Railton. more than anyone else, is responsible for developing the full information 

account of well-being in the fom of "sophisticated naturalism". He maintains that 

an individual's good consists in what he would want himself to want. or 
to pursue, were he to contemplate his present situation from a 
standpoint fully and vividly informed about himself and his 
circumstances. and entirely free of cognitive error or lapses of 
instrumental rationality. (Railton 1 986b: 16) 

Again. since Railton puts this forward as a re fming definition, it will not do to 

sirnply object that we can still ask, regarding the things which our fully infoned 

selves would want us to want. whether or not they really are good for us. 

The "wanting to want" clause is also an important element in Railton's 

account. There are many things that our fully infomed selves might not want for 

themselves but would want us to want were they about to step into ouf shoes. 

For example, once fully informed we would not want any more information since 

we already have it all. But we would want more information for our Iess than 

perfect selves were we about to assume their position.6 

Finally, the information considered by the agent's episternicaliy preferred - 

self, according to Railton, should include al1 of the possible experiences and 

lifestyles open to her. This is reminiscent of John Stuart Mill's suggestion, in 

Utilitarianism, that in order to detemine which of two pleasures is the "higher 

pleasure" an agent must be "competently acquainted with both." (Mill 139) On 

s See Railton 1990: 1 58-1 59, 168-1 72. 
6See Railton 1 986a: 174. 



Railton's model. an agent's good is detemined by the preferences of her fully 

informed self who is "competently acquainted" with every possible course her life 

might take. Accordingly, Railton's account seems to fare better than Brandt's 

regarding the intemalist constraint Brandt holds that an agent's good is 

detemined by those desires the agent would have after undergoing a process 

which he calls "cognitive psychotherapy." This process involves "confronting 

desires with relevant information, by repeatedly representing it. in an ideally vivid 

way. and at an appropriate time." (Brandt 113) But, as J. David Velleman points 

out, 

[w]e can alter our desires. not oniy by exposing ourselves to the facts, 
but also by exposing ourselves to other kinds of influence - to the 
influence of other people. of Iiterature. of prayer, or of our own self- 
censure and self-praise. (Velleman 357) 

So the problem seems to be as follows. If I now have a desire for X. and if that 

desire would survive cognitive psychotherapy. then the desire for X is a rational 

desire and, therefore. a part of my good. But if Y is something I could corne to 

desire only through some noncognitive means, then Y cannot be a part of my 

good even if. once I acquired the desire for Y. the desire would not be 

extinguished by cognitive psychotherapy. Surely it makes sense to ask whether 

or not it would be good for me to desire Y. But Brandt's account seems to settle 

the issue too quickly. If I do not already have the desire for Y, and if the desire 

would not be acquired through purely cognitive means. then Y is simply not a part 

of my good. The intemalism that underlies Brandt's account, then, is too narrow 

since it ignores potential desires which may figure into an agent's good. Railton's 

model. on the other hand. does not restrict a person's good in this way. The 

information considered by the agent's epistemically preferred self includes al1 of 

the possible expenences and lifestyles open to her. 



The full information account of well-being, so stated, faces M o  serious 

worries. (1) It has been argued by many (e-g., Allan Gibbard, Connie Rosati. and 

J. David Velleman) that the judgments of our fully informed selves lack the 

normative authority that the full information account of well-being cUms that they 

have. The full information accaunt. then, does not provide us with what Railton 

calls a "tolerably revisionist" account of 'good'. There are some important 

features of 'that which is good for A' that are not captured by 'that which A would 

want herself to want were she fully informed'. Connie Rosati, for example, argues 

that there are some important questions that we can address using our everyday 

concept of 'good' that cannot be addressed using the definition of 'good' provided 

by the full infomation account-7 In particular, the full information account does 

not allow us to address properly questions regarding what kind of person to be. 

And these questions, she points out, are certainly relevant to discourse regarding 

a person's good. 

Rosati believes that the judgments of Our fully infomed selves lack 

normative authority for us for another reason as well. She is wncemed about the 

notion of being fully infomed that the full information account relies on. The full 

information theonst must be able to make sense of fully infonning someone while 

holding her motivational system fixed. That way we end up with the same 

penon, only fully informed. But Rosati believes that in order to becorne fully 

infomied, an agent must undergo various changes in her motivational system in 

order to appreciate certain information. This suggests that. after the process of 

becoming fully informed, the agent will no longer be herself. And even if she is 

herself, her judgments might stiil lack normative authorïty. After all, providing her 

with full information will result in some changes to her motivational system. She 

7 We shall see, in chapter 2, that this is a sophisticated version of Moore's open question 
argument. 



will, for example, lose desires that are baseci on false information. Finally, Rosati 

considers the possibility that the notion of being fully informed is incoherent. She 

maintains that an agent simply cannot (even in theory) be ïnfomed about every 

possible perspective open to her. 

(2) It has also been argued that the concept 'that which a person would 

want if fully informed' is not an empincally determinate concept. J. David 

Velleman, in "Brandt's Definition of Good, argues that "[tlhere is no single 

motivational impact associated with the facts in themselves. The fads would 

exert various impacts, when presented in various media. perspectives, and 

vocabularies." (Velleman 366) Together, these Wo womes present a fonida ble 

challenge to the full information account of well-being. 

My goal, eventually, is to provide a complete defense of the full information 

account. It strikes me as the most plausible candidate for a naturalistic definition 

of 'good'. And I believe that it wuld serve well as the foundation for a teleological 

ethical system like utilitatianism. But I have a much more modest goal for this 

thesis. I will defend the full infomation account against the first type of wony 

(Le., the type of worry raised by Connie Rosati). I want to show that the 

judgments of our fully informed selves do have normative authority for us. 

In chapter 2, 1 attempt to meet Rosati's challenge that the full information 

account of well-being does not allow us to address properly questions regarding 

what kind of penon to be. Rosati's point is that we may hold personal ideals that 

are at odds with our cumnt motivations. Why, then, should we care about what 

our fully informed selves (which include these motivations) would want for us? 

So questions about what kind of penon to be seem to be. on the full information 

account, inappropriately influenced by the person's cuvent motivational system. 

But I argue that "ouf current motivational system" includes the persona1 ideals 



that we now hold. And it is one's entire motivational systern (which includes 

these personai ideais) that detemines one's good under full information. 

Still. one might be concemed that certain undesirable traits get too much 

weight in detennining our good. In cases of weakness of will. more information 

often does nothing to prevent us from doing what we believe is wrong. To meet 

this worry, I argue that an agent's good is not to be identifid with just any 

reactions that he might have to full information. Instead, I suggest that 'good for a 

person' refers to what that person would "endorse" under full information. An 

agent endorses a desire when she wants that desire, and not other conflicting 

desires that she may have. to be effective in bnnging about action. This basically 

is what Harry Frankfurt, in "Freedom of the Will and the Concept of a Person", 

has called "second-order volitions". 

In chapter 3. 1 attempt to meet Rosati's womes concerning the notion of 

being fully informed that the full information account relies on. First 1 deal with her 

concem that we are not the same person after undergoing the process of 

becoming fully informed. I argue that memory c m  serve to appreciate information 

that initially required a different motivational system than the one we now have. 

With the help of an extended memory. it is possible for an agent to appreciate al1 

of the information which requires different motivational systems from the 

perspective of her current rnotivational systern. She will thus be the same person 

(a penon with the same motivational system), only fully infomed. I then argue 

that the changes in her motivational system that will result from being fully 

informed, and not rnerely from the process of becoming fully informed (e-g., 

the elimination of desires based on false beliefs), will be welcorne. The 

judgments of her fully infomed self will then have normative authority for her. 

Finally, I will try to show that the examples which Rosati provides to suggest that 

the notion of being fully informed is incoherent are ineffective. 



I believe that if Rosati's worries can be met we will have good reason to 

suppose that the judgments of our fuliy infomed selves do have normative 

authonty for us. These judgments seem to speak to the concerns we norrnally 

have when considering our good under ordinary optimal conditions.s And this 

suggests that the full information account of well-being provides us with an 

account of 'good for a person' which is. at worst, tolerably revisionist. 

8 This wiil be addressed in chapter 3. 



Chaoter 2: Personal ldeals and Full Information Accounh of Well-Beinq 

We now tum to Rosati's objection in "Naturalism, Normativity, and the 

Open Question Argumentt'. We have seen that the mere fact that it is possible to 

ask the question "This is something I would want rnyself to want were I fully 

infonned, but is it good?" is no objection to Railton's account Moore's open 

question argument is no challenge to the new naturalist who advances reforming 

definitions instead of conceptual truths. However, Rosati makes use of what we 

might cal1 a more sophistimted version of the open question argument. Indeed, 

as she points out. Railton hirnself recognises the possibility of revising Moore's 

argument to render it effective against the new naturalist. (Rosati 1995a: 48) 

Railton writes that 

[elven if Moore's "open question" argument cannot be deployed direct1 y 
against an interpretation of discoune about a penon's good that does 
not purport to express analytic truths. a signifÏcant critical function may 
still be served by pressing Moorean questions against such 
interpretations. For it would be a challenge to any theoretical identification 
or reforming definition of P in terrns of Q to argue that there is something 
central to the notion of P that does not appear to be captured by O; this 
wouM make the question '1 can see that this is Q. but is it P?' genuinely 
compelling. not just barely possible. (Railton 1990: 158) 

Now, if Rosati is to avail herself of this strategy she must show that there are in 

fact some important. or "genuinely compelling", questions that can be asked 

using our everyday conception of 'good' that cannot be asked using Railton's 

reforming definition. And that is exactly what she tries to do by introducing what 

she calls "ideals of the person." (Rosati 1 995a: 60) 

According to Rosati. any theory of personal well-being must take into 

account the fact that we are autonornous agents. What is fundamental to 

humans (Le. what separates us from. Say. animals) is ouf capacity for self- 



invention. We need not identify wïth our current motivations and desires. We 

have higher-order desires which allow us to step back from our current desires 

and perhaps dissociate ourselves from thern. Specifically, we have personal 

ideals that we identify with and we may choose to change ourselves in vanous 

ways in light of them. 

Where the full information account fails, according to Rosati, is in its 

attempt to tailor the good for humans as self-inventors. She writes that 

[a]n account of a person's good will fail to be suited to persons as self- 
inventon insofar as it treats a person as identical with certain 
motivations or traits, for this is to accord her current features a normative 
authority that they lack. (Rosati 1995a: 61 -62) 

Naturalists in general, and full information theonsts in particular, treat the person 

as identical with her current motivations and character traits. On Railton's model, 

the idealisation process simply involves providing the individual with full 

information while her motivational system remains fixed. That way it is the same 

individual, only fully inforrned. who acts as the ideal advisor.9 But the problem is 

that we are often concemed precisely with questions about what kind of person 

we should be - about which motivational system we should have. We may hold 

personal ideals which oonflict with our current motivational system. The personal 

ideals that we hold have normative force for us even though certain other desires 

that conflict with them might be stronger in the sense that we end up acting on 

them (much to Our dismay). To use Butler's terminology, our personal ideals 

have authority and not just mere strength. One might not care, then, about what 

one's fully inforrned self would want oneself to want. Let us consider an example 

of Rosati's in order to make clear this last point. 

9 Rosati uses this label because of the structural similarities between the full information accdunt 
of well-being and Rodenck Firth's "ideat observer" theory. (Rosati 1995b: 298) 



Sandy is thinking of becoming more like her fnend Madelyn. Sandy feels 

that she has been living life too cautiously: Madelyn lives her life in a carefree 

way. According to the full information account it is good for Sandy to become 

less cautious if she, in an epistemically preferred state, would want henelf now to 

be less cautious. But will Sandy want her own motivational system, which 

includes her cautiousness, to be infoming her decision regarding whether to be 

less cautious or not? According to Rosati, "[gliven her conœm about the sort of 

person she is, she may reasonably wonder whether what someone like herself 

would want for her if fully infomed and rational is indeed good for her." (Rosati 

1995a: 54) Indeed, Sandy might care more about what Madelyn's fully infomed 

self would want for Sandy. After ail, she would be fully infomed about 

everything, including facts about Sandy, and she has the motivational system and 

character traits with which Sandy identifies. 

So it seems that the full information account does not aflow us to address 

properly questions about what kind of person to be - questions which certainly 

seem relevant to discourse regarding a person's good. Rosati believes that the 

answen to such questions are, on the full information account, inappropriately 

infiuenced by the motivations and character traits up for evaluation (e.g., 

cautiousness in Sandy's case). The personal ideals that we hold have normative 

force for us. And discourse about our good is often tied up with these personal 

ideals. This, according to Rosati. is the important feature of 'good' that does not - 

get picked up by the full infomation account such that the Moorean question "1 

see that this is something that I would want myself to want were I fully infomed, 

but is it good?'bemmes "genuineiy compelling. not just barely possible." 

But I believe that Rosati's worry can be met. Although the naturalist's 

account of 'good for a persont does identify a person with her cuvent motivations 

and character traits. it is important to note that those motivations and traits rnay 



(and often do) include holding an ideal of the penon. So the account will "accord 

her curent features a normative authonty that they lack" only if we leave out 

important features of the person like her holding a particular personal ideal. The 

full information account of well-behg seems perfectly suited to us as self- 

inventon. It is good for me to act on my desire to change myself (in light of the 

personal ideals that I now hold) if that desire would still be had by my ideal 

advisor (Le., my fully-informed self about to step into my shoes). Again, 'me' here 

refen to my entire motivational system which includes any ideal of the person 

that I might now hold. 

However, Rosati objeds to the idea of treating ideals of the person as 

brute facts about people in the way that I have just outlined. In a footnote, she 

comments that 

it is a fact about a person that she identifies with a particular ideal. If the 
fact that she identifies with a particular ideal favored that ideal. then the 
facts about a person would favor a certain standpoint for making 
determinations about her good. But to aliow this fact to detenine a 
perçon's good would be to allow a penon's choice to detemine her good 
in a way unintended by the new naturalists. (Rosati 1995a: 68) 

By treating ideals of the person in the manner I have suggested, Rosati believes 

that substantive evaluative content has been introduced into the definition of 

'good' and that the naturalist's program has therefore been abandoned. 

But I do not think that any evaluative content has been imported into the 

definition of 'good.' My holding a personal ideal. again, is simply a part of my 

motivational system. It involves the desire to lose some of my other traits and 

perhaps acquire some new ones. But the fact that I hold some ideal of the 

person does not alone "favor a certain standpoint for making deteminations 

about my good." What is good for me. according to the account under 

consideration, is what my fully-infomed self would want myself now to want. My 



fully-infomed self would of course take into consideration the ideal that I now 

hold and how important it is to me. But it is my whole self and not just some 

motivations, like my holding a particular ideal of the peson, that detemines my 

good under full information. 

To recapitulate, Rosati's wony is that either (1) the full information account 

of well-being accords our current motivations, those which conflict with the 

personal ideals we hold, undue normative authority, or (2) the naturalism which 

underlies the full information account of well-being is compromised by allowing 

the fact that we hold a particular personal ideal to favor a certain standpoint for 

determining our good. But we seem to have settled both of these womes by 

including as a part of "ouf current motivations" the personal ideals that we hold. 

It seems to me that we have no other option but to treat personal ideals 

this way. What else could holding a personal ideal involve but the desire to lose 

and / or acquire certain motivations or character traits? And there is no reason to 

suppose that this type of desire is any less a part of one's motivational system 

than any other motivation or character trait. For example, cautiousness and the 

desire to loosen up (the desire to be like Madelyn) are among Sandy's 

motivations. 

One rnight be tempted to resist this and maintain that although holding a 

personal ideal involves certain desires, the personal ideal itself is not a desire. 

We might want to explain why we have certain desires (e-g., Sandy's desire to be 

less cautious) by appealing to an ideal of the person. And it seems that we lose 

the ability to give such an explanation by treating personal ideals as I have 

suggested. This is an instance of the general strategy employed by objective list 

theorists against desire-satisfacüon theones of the good (like the full information 

account). David O. Brink, in Moral Realism and the Foundations of Ethics, writes 

that 



we desire certain things because we think these things valuable. This is 
true of oor preferences for many activities and relations as well as states 
of the world. It is not that these things are vaiuable because we desire 
them; rather, we desire them because we think them valuable. (Brink 
1989: 225) 

He concludes that "[tlhe need for value-laden explanations of rnany desires 

shows that we think that desire-satisfactïon theories are false." (Brink 1989: 226) 

The problern with this is that the objective Iist theorist has given us no 

positive account of what value is. Brink rnerely daims that we often appeal to 

value in order to explain certain desires and that this suggests that the desire- 

satisfaction theory gets things backwards. But what exactly is it that is supposed 

to be explaining these desires? The suggestion is that what explains.Sandyls 

desire to be like Madelyn is her perception that being like Madelyn is valuable. 

Sandy recognises that becoming like Madelyn is a worthy personal ideal and 

that explains why she has the desire to be like her. But what is it that Sandy is 

perceiving? Brink does not help us here. In fact, if we want to rnaintain that what 

is explaining Sandy's desire to be like Madelyn is her perceiving the value of 

being Iike Madelyn. the full information account can help us here. In this case. 

what Sandy is perceiving is a particular disposition of hers, namely, to desire 

being like Madelyn under full information. 1 believe that an explanation of desire 

that ends with an appeal to value is unenlightening unless we are given some 

positive account of what value is. 

Moreover. it is not clear that we do actually appeal to value this way when * 

explaining our desires. Sandy might initially daim that the reason she desires to 

be like Madelyn is that being like Madelyn is valuable. But if we pressed her on 

this she would Iikely point to certain features of Madelyn that she finds appealing. 

She might, for example, point out that Madelyn seems happy almost al1 of the 

tirne. And Sandy desires to be happy. We would find it puuling if, instead of 



giving this kind of response, she simply maintained that being like Madelyn is 

valuable. To be sure, such explanations ofîen do end this way. We do not 

usually keep pushing until we get a response in ternis of desire. But I believe that 

if we do keep pushing we will, in the end. get this kind of response. And this is a 

good thing since, as we have just seen. a response that ends with an appeal to 

value will be unenlig htening. 

Since Brink gives us no positive account of the value being appealed to in 

the explanation of certain desires. such explanations remain uniliuminating. And 

so the charge that desire-satisfaction theones lose the ability to provide such an 

explanation is hardly a knock against them. Therefore, we can rnaintain that 

personal ideals are simply a part of one's motivationai system without any 

explanatory loss. 

It should be noted that even if these considerations do not satisfy the 

objective list theorist, Rosati does not. and cannot make use of this strategy. 

That is, she cannot maintain, with Brink, thai certain activities, relations, and 

states of the world are objactively valuable. She cannot maintain that X is good 

for A even if A could not, under any circumstances, be moved by X. Rosati is an 

internalist As we shall see in the next chapter, her concem with the full 

information account is that it does not satisfy a strong enough version of 

intemalism (what she calls two-tier intemalism). She is worried that, on the full 

information account, vue are alienated from Our good. Even though A might be 

rnotivated to pursue X under certain circumstances, A might not care about those 

circumstances. In this case, X is something which mn motivate A but is 

nonetheless alien to her. On the objective list theory, we have an even greater 

conœm regarding alienation from our good. For on that view, X might be good 

for A even if X fails to move A under any circurnstances. 



So although the objective list theorist might maintain that certain personal 

ideals are objectively valuable, Rosati cannot. And it seems that her only other 

alternative is to treat personal ideais as I have, namely, as a part of our 

motivational system. She does have, however. one final alternative that we might 

look at briefly. If Rosati cannot be an extemalist because of her wncem with 

alienation, perhaps there is another fom of intemalisrn that she might endorse. 

Recall that the internalism we are concerned with is what Darwall calls 

"constituitive existence intemalism". Our good is such that it must be capable of 

rnotivating us (existence intemalism). and Our motivations constitute our good. 

But Rosati might endorse. instead, a form of non-constitutive existence 

intemalism. On this view, our good is such that it must be capable of motivating 

us. but our good is not constituted by our motivations. This is the view that J. L. 

Mackie, in Ethics: lnventinq Riaht and Wronq, attributes to Plato. He wntes that 

[tlhe Form of the Good is such that knowledge of it provides the knower 
with both a direction and an overriding motive; something's being good 
both tells the person who knows this to punue it and makes him pursue 
i t  (Mackie 1990: 40) 

So personal ideals might be something akin to Platonic foms - things which are 

not desires but which do motivate us once we recognize or perceive thern. 

However, as we saw in chapter 1. this view is not plausible. For now we 

rnust suppose that there are intnnsically motivating features of the world. where 

these features are not simply the desires or motivations of agents. As Mackie 

points out, things (other than desires) that have to-be-pursedness built into them 

would have to be awfully queer. An account would have to be given explaining 

how it is we aime to know about these things, and how exactly knowing about 

them motivates us. Certainly Rosati provides us with no such account Indeed. 

she gives us no reason to suppose that she endorses anything Iike non- 

constitutive existence internalism. I simply point out that it is a possible (not 



plausible) option for treating personal ideals which does not alienate us from our 

good as extemalist accounts do. 

So Rosati is left with treating personal ideals as a part of our rnotivational 

system. As a result, her second wony is settled straighffonnardly. A personal 

ideal that one hoIds does not alone favor a certain standpoint for detennining that 

person's good since 1 constitutes only a part of her current motivational system. 

In order to detennine her good, it must compete with other motivations and traits 

when confrontad ~ Î t h  full information. The naturalism underlying the full 

infonnation account, then. is not comprornised. 

Treating personai ideals as particular character traits. as we have already 

seen, also seems to settle Rosati's first worry. The full infonnation account 

accords one's current motivational system undue normative authority only if we 

leave out important aspects of that motivational system like holding a particular 

personal ideal. Again, al1 of the motivations and character traits which make up 

the individual's current motivational system compete with one another under full 

information in order to detemine her good. But perhaps it is precisely this 

cornpetition among motivations and traits. even if those motivations and traits 

include the holding of a patticular pemonal ideal , that is the root of Rosati's 

first worry. Let us now punue this issue. 

Consider once again Sandy's case. Sandy really wants to be carefree like 

her ftiend Madelyn. Why, then, should Sandy care about the effects that full 

information would have on her current motivational system which includes her 

cautiousness? On the full information account. al1 of Sandy's motivations and 

character traits, including her cautiousness and her desire to be less cautious, get 

a Say in determining her good under full information. But Sandy might not want 

her cautiousness to get any say in the matter. 



Sandy's desire to be like Madelyn is what Railton calls "goal-setting." 

According to Railton, "one embraœs a desire. or accepts it as goal-setting, when 

one desires that it be effective in regulating one's llfe." (Railton 1986b: 14) These 

desires are to be distinguished from our more basic first-order desires. 

Embracing a desire as goal-setting involves not only certain desires but also 

certain beliefs. We feel compelled to prove to ourselves. and to others, that our 

goals, our values. are worthwhile, and we do this by showing that they are 

sornehow rooted in reality. We do not treat our more basic desires this way. 

Railton comments that 

it does not do much to explain to myself or others the worthwhileness or 
point of what I have done with my life to say that I have simply acted 
upon whatever desire happened to be most urgent at the moment. 
Higher-order desires of the sort that are involved in embracing a desire 
are more responsive to changes in belief, and so not only do they 
become more closely tied to our identity, they bewme the basis of the 
idea of value. (Railton 1986b: 16) 

We believe that our goals are supported by facts and this support. in tum, proves 

to us, and to others, that our goals are worthwhile. Consequently, "[i]f we 

discover that Our values are psychologically dependent upon ignorance or error, 

we lose this source of support." (Railton 1 986b: 1 6) 

So Sandy believes that becoming more like Madelyn is a worthwhile goal. 

As a result. she does not identify with her cautious nature. Perhaps she believes 

that she would be a happier person if she  were less cautious. Madelyn seems so 

happy al1 of the time and Sandy believes that this is a result of her mrefree 

nature. Or perhaps she believes that she will be a better person morally without 

her cautiousness.~~ If more and more information confirmed her belief that being 

less cautious would make her, Say, a happier person, then her goal (to be more 

10 I do not wish to give happiness or moral uprightness a privileged theoretical role here. These 
are only possible explanations of Sandy's case. 



like Madelyn) would be further supportad. On the other hand. if she discovered 

that many of her beliefs bearing on the matter were false, she would doubtless 

reconsider her goal. Sandy now believes that the facts support her goal. This 

gives her life meaning s ine  the values she identifies with appear to her to be 

rooted in reality. It might cause her a great deal of distress to think that she might 

be mistaken about her beliefs on this matter. But this. by itself, is no reason to 

exclude any of her motivations or character traits (e-g., her cautiousness) in 

determining her good under full information. After all, Sandy. when contemplating 

her good, wants to be sure that she is getting the facts straight and dealing with 

them rationally. It would be ifrational for her to rule out certain possibilities 

regarding her good simply because she does not now identify with some of her 

cunent motivations or character traits. She might be rnistaken about the facts 

that Ied to her dissociation with these motivations or traits. 

Perhaps Sandy does not want her cautiousness to have any Say in the 

matter not because she is womed that the facts might not support her goal. but 

because of her concem with weakness of will.11 Sandy often has the opportunity 

to be more carefree. And each time such an opportunity cornes up she believes 

that doing so would be the right thing to do. But unfortunately her cautious nature 

always prevaits and she ends up playing it safe. Regardless of how much 

information she gathen to confimi her beliefs which support her goal. she stiil 

ends up doing what she believes is wrong (Le., acting cautiously). It seems likely, 

then, that Sandy's fully infomed self. who differs from her only in that she has 

more information, would react the same way. 

We must rernember, however. that we are not identifying Sandy's good 

with what her ideal advisor wants for herself but with what she wants for Sandy 

i 1 Robert Shaver has recently suggested (in Shaver 1997) that the problern of weakness of will 
is what drove Sidgwick to reject the full information accaunt of well-being. 



now. If full information would support Sandy's goal, then her ideal advisor would 

identify with that goal; she would strongly embrace the desire to be like 

Madelyn.12 And despite the fad that she (the ideal advisor) might not herself act 

appropriately. she would want Sandy now to act appropriately were she about to 

step into her shoes. Sandy's ideal advisor endorses the desire to be like 

Madelyn. Being more like Madelyn, in this case. is good for Sandy. 

Still. we might be conœmed that ouf ideal selves would endorse things 

that just seem wrong to us. Why should we think that full information will affect 

us the "right" way? Perhaps Sandy's cautiousness is so strong that it affects 

virtually every facet of her life. Full information might reveal to her even more 

opportunities to act cautiously. Sandy's ideal advisor rnight be motivated, in the 

end. to do nothing more than stay in bed al1 day (after all. it's safe there). 

Ultimately. her cautiousness might affect what she will endorse. Recognizing 

what kind of penon she is (a person with an extremely cautious nature), fully 

informed Sandy might no longer endorse the desire to be Iike Madelyn. Instead. 

she might endorse desires that, to most of us. just seem crazy (e-g.. the desire to 

do absolutely nothing). 

We might suppose that one would in fact never endorse such things once 

fully informed. In other words, we might maintain that full information will always 

affect us the "rÏghtl' way. But I do not think that this is the right move to make. I 

agree with Rosati when she daims that "[w]e lack suffiuent reason to think that 

the process of becoming fully infomed works uniforrnly in the direction of 

acquiring desirable traits." (Rosati 1995a: 57) We must allow for cases like the 

one just given. But such cases cm be handled by the full information account of 

well-being. If fully infoned Sandy endorses the desire to always play it safe (no 

120f course she might identify equally with several other goals. This would sirnply mean that 
several options are equally best for Sandy. See Railton 1986a: 176. 



matter how small the risk), then playing it safe is good for Sandy. And this goes 

for any other "undesirable trait" that an agent might endorse under full 

information. In these cases. we rnust simply revise our judgrnent regardhg the 

"desirability" of the trait in question. Of course we will want to maintain 

steadfastly that certain immoral traits are undesirable. For example, one's fully 

infomied self might endorse the desire to hurt people. We want to Say that this is 

wrong. But our judgment here is a moral one and we are considering an account 

of a person's non-moral good. 

But just how effective a response is this? We might not be happy with the 

idea of holding our good hostage to the psychological outcome of becoming fully 

inforrned. For one thing we might be concemed that the process of becoming 

fully infonned wili radically change us so that we are no longer the same person. 

That is, we might end up with a completely different motivational system. This 

will be the focus of the next chapter. But even if we grant that we are the same 

person after becoming fully infoned, we might still be uneasy about identifying 

our good with that which we would endorse under full information given that we 

might endone things that we now think are "undesirable". We might be surprised 

by what is in fact good for us. 

Surprises, though, are not neœssarily a bad thing. Indeed, one of the two 

criteria that any realist conception of value (or, for that matter. any realist 

conception of any domain of discoune) must meet is what Railton calls 

"independence. (The other criterion. which will be discussed shortly. is what 

Railton calls "feedback''.) If 'personal good' is real then "it exists and has certain 

deteminate features independent of whether we think it exists or has those 

features, independent, even. of whether we have good reason to thin k this". 

(Railton 1986a: 172) The full information account of well-being satisfies this 

criterion. Although it is a subjective account in the sense that our good depends 



upon our psychologicai features, it is not subjective in the sense that our good is 

determined by whatever we mi-ght happen to think about it. We have identified a 

person's good with a dispositional feature of that person. namely her disposition 

to endone certain things under full information. As Brandt points out, we have an 

account in which we 'Iframe ouf questions clearly and then go out to find answers, 

Ming the chips fall where they may." (Brandt 1979: 3) The results might be 

surprising. 

Now. clearly if everyone. once fully infomed, endorsed "undesirable 

things" we would have the right to be suspicious of the view that what is good for 

us is what we endone under full inforrnation. But we have no reason to suppose 

that this is the case. After all. on the full information account. we are intimately 

connected with our good. The full information account satisfies Railton's second 

criterion for realism, namely feedback. If 'personal good' is real then "it is such - 

and we are such - that we are able to interact with it, and this interaction exerts 

the relevant sort of shaping influence or control upon Our perceptions, thought, 

and action." (Railton 1986a: 172) Surely Sandy's case (where she endones her 

extreme cautiousness under full information) is not the nom. Given that we are 

intimately connected with our good. and are therefore constantly learning about it, 

it is more likely that most of us now endorse things that more or less approximate 

those things which our better selves would endorse. An example of Railton's in 

"Moral Realism" might help to make this clear. 

Lonnie is a homesick traveler who is suffenng from a sore stomach due to 

dehydration (an affliction. Railton tells us. that is cornmon to tourists). Usually 

when Lonnie has a stomach ache he takes a glass of rnilk. But rnilli. being hard 

to digest, would only wonen Lonnie's condition. If Lonnie knew that his sore 

stomach was caused by dehydration he would no longer want his desire for milk 

to be effective. Instead, he wouid want hirnself to want cfear liquids like water. 



During the course of his travels Lonnie might corne across some drinking water 

and, in the absence of rnilk. he might drink some- Afier a few such occasions, he 

might corne to recognize that his condition has improved (he no longer has a 

stomach ache) and he might eventually acquire a genuine taste for water in 

similar situations. Our good tends to shape ouf desires this way. And we can 

explain, using the full information account's conception of 'good for a person'. 

why some people are more or less content, or satisfied with their lives. Consider 

another tourist who, unlike Lonnie, continues to drink milk. She will remain 

miserable while Lonnie will perk up. This is because she, unlike Lonnie, has not 

(yet) discovered and acted on what is good for h e m  

So we can interact with and leam about our good (sometimes through trial 

and error as in Lonnie's case). The criteria for realism (independence and 

feedback) seem to be met by the full information account And this is a good 

thing since realism seems to be suggested in discourse about our good. When 

we argue with someone about whether or not something is good for us we take it 

that one of us is tight and the other is wrong. That the account will sometimes 

yield surprising results (as in Sandy's case) is not a cause for concem. Indeed, it 

is precisely what we should expect from a realist account of value. But we have 

no reason to suppose that it will yield only surprïsing results. Most of us have 

desires that have evolved by interacting with our good (as in Lonnie's case) and it 

is Iikely that we now endorse things that roughly approximate our good. 

I submit, then. that Rosati's two womes can be met by treating personal 

ideals as a part of one's motivational system. %y treating personal ideals this 

way, the full information account of well-being neither accords one's current 

motivational system undue normative authority nor does it compromise the 

13 Raiiton suggests that this rneets Gilbert Harman's challenge, in The Nature of Morality, that 
moral facts are explanatorily impotent. 



naturalism which underlies it by favofing a certain standpoint for determining the 

agent's good. The agent's motivational system indudes al1 of her motivations and 

character traits. including the personal ideals that she holds, and each motivation 

and trait is considered under full information in determining her good. So it 

seems that the full information account of well-being does allow us to address 

properiy questions regarding what kind of person to be after al1 and thus seems 

perfectly suited to us as self-inventors. Those interested in punuing what I have 

called the sophisticated version of Moore's open question argument against the 

full information account of well-being. then. must seamh for other important 

features of X is good for A' that are not captured by X is sornething A would want 

herself to want if A were fully informed.' 



Cha~ter 3: The Notion of Beinci Fully lnformed 

In "Perrons, Perspectives, and Full Information Accounts of the Good". 

Rosati explores the notion of being fully informed. We have, up until now. 

assumed that this notion is unproblematic. We have taken it for granted that it is 

(at least theoretically) possible to fully infom someone while holding her 

motivational system fked. The idea here, recall, is to ensure that it is not just 

anybody who acts as an agent's ideal advisor - it is the agent herself. Sandy's 

ideal advisor is Sandy, only fully infomed. There are three related womes in 

"Perçons, Perspectives, and Full Information Accounts of the Good" al1 of which 

center around the notion of being fully infoned. They are as follows: 

(1) The person who emerges after the process of becorning fully infomed may 

not be you. Her judgrnents will therefore lack normative authority for you. 

(2) Your fully informed self (even if it is you) might not have the qualities suitable 

for an ideal advisor. Her judgments will therefore lack normative authority for 

you* 

(3) The notion of being fully infomed is incoherent. It is theoretically impossible 

to be infomed about al1 perspectives from one's own perspective. 

I will take up each of these concerns in tum. I want to show that Rosati's 

arguments are unconvincing and that the notion of being fully infomed while 

holding one's motivational system fixed is quite plausible. 

Rosati's first and second womes stem from her concem that the notion of 

being fully informed which the full information account relies on is not compatible 

with any respectable fom of intemalism. We will begin by looking at what Rosati 

has in mind by a "respectable form of intemalism." We will then consider whether 

or not this form of internalism is compatible with the notion of being fully infomed. 



"Simple intemalism" provides us only with a necessary condition for a 

person's good. (Rosati 1996: 300) For X to be a part of an agent's good. X must 

be capable of motivating her. But it seems that there are many things which are 

capable of motivating an agent under certain circumstances that we would not be 

inclined to consider as a part of that agent's good. For example, I rnight corne to 

desire X only after being lobotomized. ln this case, even though X is something 

- which is capable of motivating me, it is not something that can plausibly be 

considered as a part of my good. Recall that Railton's reason for adopting 

intemalism is that accounts which are not intemalist yield "intolerably alienated" 

conceptions of personal well-being. But, as the lobotomy case suggests, simple - 

intemalism does not seem to fare any better. Rosati's concem with simple 

internalism is that "it counts as possible goods for a person things that would 

violate the intuition that inspires intemalism - the intuition that a person's good 

must suit her. that it cannot be something alien to her." (Rosati 1996: 301 ) 

Rosati believes that the intuition which drives intemalism suggests "a 

double motivational Iink." (Rosati 1995b: 300, and 1996: 307) For X to be good 

for A, X must not only be capable of motivating A under conditions C, but A must 

also care about the fact that she would desire X under C. Obviously we cannot 

maintain that the appropriate conditions. under which A's desire for X determines 

her good, are to be determined by the agent herself "whatever her present state 

rnight be." (Rosati 1996: 305) Appropriate counterfactual conditions. according to 

Rosati, are determined by the agent's reflecting on them under "ordinary optimal 

conditions." For example, the person must be attentive. sober. calm. and under 

"whatever normally attainable conditions are optimal for reflecting on questions 

about what to care about self-interestedly." (Rosati 1996: 305) X is good for A. 

then, only if the two following conditions are met: 



(1) Were A under conditions C and'contemplating the circumstances of 
her actual self as someone about to assume her actual selfs position, A 
wouid care about X for her actual self; 

(2) conditions C are such that the facts about what A would care about 
for her actual self while under C are something A would care about when 
under ordinary optimal conditions. (Rosati 1996: 307) 

Rosati calls this form of internalism "two-tier internalisrn-" 

Now, it is not at al1 clear thatthe full information acwunt fails to satisfy 

these conditions. After alIl as Rosati points out. Railton's view seems plausible to 

us precisely because "the counterfactual conditions in [his] account speak to 

certain concems we ordinarily have in wnternplating whether something is good 

for us - Do I know enough about the thing I desire? Am I being suffÏciently 

rational?" (Rosati 1996: 308-309) And again she writes that 

[blecause ldeal Advisor views hold a perron's personality constant and 
constrain counterfactual conditions to meet those epistemic concerns 
we ordinarily have when we wonder whether something is good for us, 
their proponents believe that these views capture both the critical 
character and the recommending force of judgments about our good. 
The information that you would desire X for yourself under the specified 
conditions will have pull for you. even if X itself still fails to rnove you. 
(Rosati 1995b: 303) 

Where, then. do ldeal Advisor views fail? According to Rosati, the second Iink to 

motivation is not secured by the full information account because of the process 

that a person must undergo to become fully infomed. A person's personality 

cannot be held constant while being fully infomed. The peson that emerges 

after this ptocess will be radically different from the person prior to the proœss - 

and so her judgments will lack normative authority. We must now examine 

Rosati's argument for this ctairn. 

It seems that, in many circumstances, infomiing someone about something 

involves nothing more than presenting them with the information. For example, 

merely telling someone that the glass in front of her is filled with gasoline and not 



water will probably be sufkient in getting that information to "sink in". Chances 

are that she will no longer desire to drink the contents of the glass.14 But gett ing 

information to register is not always this easy. Certain infomation will not register 

with certain people due to their motivational system. In these cases, the agent 

must "undergo education or experiences of a kind suffkient to render [the] 

information fully vivid." (Rosati 1995b: 308) Someone who is laq, for example. 

will not really be informed about the fact that hard work towards one's goals mn 

be rewarding merely by being told this- Thus, if we wish to fully inform this 

person we must first change her motivational system (by having her undergo the 

appropriate education or experiences) so that the othenvise impotent information 

cm be appreciated. But if we have to change a person's motivational system in 

order to provide her with certain infomation then it seems that her idealized self 

will not really be her after ail and her judgments will lack normative force. This is 

Rosati's concem. She writes that "[v an account of what it is to be fully informed 

is to have normative force. it rnust overcome what I shall cal1 the problem of 

appreciation: the problem of the gap between rnerely having information and 

appreciating it." (Rosati 1995b: 304) 

But although certain information may require a change in one's 

motivational system in order for it to register. I believe that we can still make 

sense of the notion of being fully informed required by the full information account 

of well-being. Suppose that I have a motivational set which consists of A, B, C 8 

D. ~ a v i n g  this particular motivational set allows me to appreciate certain kinds of 

information but not others. In order for me to appreciate a certain bit of 

information (cal1 it II), I will need to add E to ABCD. And in order to appreciate 

14 Of course, we do not want to identiify "being informed" with particular motivational responses 
for we are concemed with what effects full information has on one's motivations. I only mean to 
suggest that this response seems to indicate that the information has registered with the agent. 



12.1 will need to [ose A and B. and perhaps add F. And so it goes, altering rny 

motivational system until "1" am fully informed. At the end of this process "my" 

motivational systern might consist of something like m. But if I am ABCD 

(recall that the naturalist treats a person as identical with his current motivational 

system), then why should I care about what someone having motivational set 

XYZ would want for me? 

However, we are not yet done. We are not concerned. in this example, 

with what is good for a person having a rnotivational set XYZ. We want to know 

what is good for me - for someone having a motivational set ABCD. Now, it is 

possible that after undergoing al1 of the changes necessary for becoming fully 

informed that I end up with motivational set ABCD. In this case there seems to 

be no problern. The diffkrence between me then and me now is that now 1 have 

experienced a11 of the information. 1 can remember what it was like to appreciate 

II and 12 and al1 of the other information the appreciation of which required a 

change in rny rnotivational system. And although a change in my motivational 

system was necessary for getting this information to "sink in" the fint time, it 

seems that I no longer need those rnotivational traits in order to appreciate it. An 

atheist who was at one time a devout Christian can still recall how uplifting it can 

be to think that one's prayers are being answered even though she is no longer 

rnotivated to pray. On the other hand, it is likely that someone who has always 

been an atheist will not be able to fully appreciate this information. 

It seems that memory is a reliable means of considenng information that 

one was able to appreciate initially only in virtue of having a different motivational 

system. This suggests a solution to the problem of appreciation. We have just 

considered a case where the agent's motivational system ends up being the 

same as it was before he underwent the process of becoming fully inforrned. But 

we have no reason to suppose that this will always, or even ever, be the case. 



How c m  we deal with the possibility that the proœss of fully informing me might 

cause my motivational system to change from ABCD to XYZ? Quite simply, we 

need to change my motivational system back to ABCD. As long as this is done 

afier I have received and appreciated al1 of the information, I can rely on memory 

to appreciate those bits of information that required a change in my motivational 

system. We c m  now Say that I (a perron with motivationai set ABCD) am fully 

informed- 

This idea of changing an agent's motivational system back to what it was 

prior to the process of becoming fully infomed might seem a little unclear. We 

have spoken of changing one's motivational system in order to accommodate 

certain infomation by providing the agent with the appropriate education or 

experience. So we provide the life-long atheist with religious experience in order 

for her to appreciate that having one's prayen answered is uplifting. But we 

might wonder what kind of education or expenence is required in order to restore 

the agent's original motivational system since. in this case, we are not trying to 

accommodate any particular infomation. 

But perhaps the same point can be made another way. lnstead of 

changing the agent's motivational system to accommodate certain information 

and changing it again to restore the original motivational system, we might simply 

provide the agent directly with the experience of remembering what it was like to 

appreciate the information. This way we can present ail of the information to the 

agent without changing her motivational system at all. Of course. talk of memory 

implants for the purpose of fully informing someone may seem far fetched. In 

practiœ it rnay iodeed be impossible to fully infonn someone this way, or any 

other way. But we must remember that what we are conœmed with is not the 

practical applicability but the theoretical possibility of being fully infoned while 

holding one's motivational system fixed. 



Whether we think about rny answer to the p f0b le~  of appreciation in terms 

of memory implants or whether we think about it in the way I originally presented 

it, where the agent's motivational system is changed to accommodate infomation 

and changed again to restore her original motivational system, 1 hope that the 

general strategy is cfear. We can now appreciate certain information via memory 

even if our motivational system is such that we could not appreciate this 

information without these rnemories. An atheist who was once a Christian can 

appreciate that having one's prayen answered is an uplifting experience even 

though she is no longer motivated to pray. In the idealized case we simply 

suppose that we have ail of the relevant mernories that allow us to appreciate ail 

of the infomation. We have the same motivational systern (Le., we are the same 

person) only now we are fully informed. And since we are concerned, when 

contemplating our good under ordinary optimal conditions, about whether we 

have got ail of the information straight, the judgments of our fully informed selves 

will have normative authority for us. So it seerns that the changes due to the 

process of becoming fully informed pose no bamer for the second link to 

motivation. 

But perhaps the second link will be threatened not by the changes that an 

agent's motivational set undergoes due to the process of becorning fully 

informed, but by the changes that will result due to being fully informed. My 

motivational system (ABCD) will not be (pemanently) altered just because it 

requires certain (temporary) changes in order to appreciate certain infomation. 

We have seen that I may simply rely on memory to appreciate this infomation. 

But we must allow for changes in my motivational set that are the result of the 

information itself. After all, we are identifying a person's good with what he 

desires once fully informed. One will probably lose certain desires (those based 

on false beliefs) and acquire new ones (those based on facts he was not 



previously aware of). So I may end up with a different motivational set once fully 

infomed. But now I might once again wonder if the judgments of my fully 

infomed self have normative authority for me. He might want things for me that I 

do not now care for, and he might not want things for me that I now do care for. 

1s rny fully inforrned self really rny ideal advisor? 

Richard Brandt, in A Theow of the Good and the Riaht, suggests an 

affirmative answer to this question when he considers "the force of knowing what 

it is rational to want." (Brandt 1979: 149-162) And I believe Brandt's suggestion 

is worth looking a t  In what follows. I shall, for convenienœ, treat Brandt's 

expression "rationally desired" as identical to "that which the agent endones for 

herself now once fully infoned". For although the two expressions differ (as we 

saw in the last chapter), 1 believe that here Brandt is addressing the very worry 

that concerns us now. He is concerned with why rational desires recommend 

themselves to someone who does not now have them (and why irrational desires 

do not recommend themselves to someone who does now have them). 

Brandt's solution is simple and it has the rigorously naturalistic tone that 

we are seeking. He daims that as a matter of fact people do prefer rational 

desires over irrational ones. "Sinœ they do have this preference. a showing that 

a desire is rational will be a recommendation: a showing that it is irrational a 

diswmmendation." (Brandt 1979: 1 57) 1 Say that the solution is ngorously 

naturalistic since not only is the concept 'rationally desired' completely 

interpretable in ternis of fact, but so is its recommendation. There are no 

unreduced normative terrns in Brandt's attempt to bridge the gap between 

recognizing that X is something one would desire if fully inforrned (Le., 

recognizing that X is a rational desire) and being rnoved by X. He writes that "1 

am not offering any reason why this should be the case. I am asserting that. as 

a fact, people - including the reader - do dislike having to think that their desires 



are irrational in my sense."ts (Brandt 1979: 157) We must now take a closer 

look at this strategy. 

Brandt suggests that our motivation to acquire rational desires (and lose 

irrational ones) is sirnilar to our motivation to acquire consistent beliefs (and lose 

inconsistent ones). He appeals here to psychological literature under the heading 

"cognitive dissonance theory". Accgrding to cognitive dissonance theory a 

person feels psychological tension. or dissonance, when she discovers that some 

of her beliefs are inconsistent, and she is motivated to relieve this tension. 

Dissonance theorists (e-g., Leon Festinger) maintain that this kind of 

psychological dissonance is not restricted to incoherent beliefs. Brandt considers 

one of Festinger's examples. It seems that one can be made uncornfortable 

"from awareness that one is afraid although there are only fnends in the vicinity - 

apparently awareness that this is conditioned fear in a situation where there is no 

objective threat." (Brandt 1 979: 1 56) We might cal1 this a kind of "affective 

dissonancet1. Brandt concludes, by analogy, that dissonance also occurs when 

one recognizes that her desires are irrational. 

The proposal here is that awareness of the fact that one has irrational 
desires works in a way similar to awareness that one has inwherent 
beliefs or unjustified fears. One is made uncomfortable by the 
awareness. and is motivated to remove its source. (Brandt 1979: 157) 

This seems like a plausible strategy. But we need to take a closer look at 

the analogy that Brandt draws here. Consider what goes on with cognitive 

dissonance. We feel uncomfortable when we discover that a belief (or several 

beliefs) of ours is inconsistent with other beliefs that we hold. This moves us to 

either reject the belief(s) in question or revise our belief set in order to 

accommodate the new belief(s). In other words. the actual truth or falsity of the 

belief(s) in question does not 

i s Emphasis is mine. 

necessarily detennine whether we accept or reject 
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the belief(s). Consider an examplex The founder of a radical religious sect 

announced that she had received a message from the "Guardians" of outer 

space. There was to be an enorrnous flood on a particular day and al1 but the 

true believers (the members of the sect) would perish. When the day came and 

no flood occurred, the true believers were f a d  with a dilemma. They either had 

to admit that their belief was false or else modify their belief set in order to 

accommodate it. They chose the latter. fnstead of believing that they were 

rnistaken about the rnessenger's prediction they believed that the worid had been 

spared thanks to the faithfulness of the sect This case seems to show that in 

cases of cognitive dissonance we are motivated to acquire consistent beliefs 

and not necessarily true ones since most of us would agree that the belief 

adopted by the sect was false. Of course the members of the sect believe that it 

is true (and not just merely consistent with other beliefs). But the point is that. in 

this case, the tnith of the belief plays no role in resolving the psychological 

dissonance, 

Tnith seems to play more of a role in what I have called affective 

dissonance. In Festinger's example, what causes the psychological tension is the 

awareness that one's fear is not based on reality. The person recognizes that 

there are only fnends in the room, that there is no reason to be afraid. and yet 

she is still afraid. It seems that in this case one would naturally try to relieve the 

tension by trying to eliminate the fear. However, we should not be too quick in 

accepting the idea that tmth plays this kind of role in al1 cases of affective 

dissonance. For example, one might strive to keep an optirnistic demeanor 

despite bad news from the doctor that one has only a short tirne to Iive. This 

person might be moved to relieve the psychological tension (the tension that 

16 The exarnple is taken from Henry Gleitman's textbook Psycholo~y (p.458). 



might corne from awareness that her optimism is not based on reality) not by 

accepting her plight (Le.. adopting a l e s  optimistic attitude) but by ignoring the 

doctor's information. perhaps choosing to believe that he is a quack. In this case 

(unlike the Festinger case), the affect is not tailored to fit the belief. Rather, the 

-belief is modified to fit the affect. So. as with cognitive dissonance. affective 

dissonance does not seem to depend on the tmth of one's belief(s) for resolving 

the psychological tension. 

It seems. though, that twth must play a role in resolving the dissonance 

that cornes from awareness that one's desires are irrational (which, of course, is a 

kind of affective dissonance). At least it must play a role if we are to maintain, 

with Brandt, that rational desires recommend thernselves to us- After all, rational 

desires just are desires that a person would have if ail of her beliefs were tge. 

But in these cases, are we always moved to resolve the dissonance by changing 

(or wanting to change) our desires in accordance with the truth? Certainly we are 

moved to resolve the dissonanœ one way or another (as we are with al1 cases of 

psychological dissonance). But is it always in favor of rational desires? 

There are two cases to consider here. F irst, there are those desires that 

we do not now have. but would have if we were fully infoned. Suppose that I 

would desire X after being fully infomed. If I somehow leam that this is the case, 

will the desire for X move me now? It probably will. To be sure. I might not 

desire X immediately upon leaming that X is rational for me to desire. But it 

seems that I will want to take the necessary means to acquire the desire for X. 

However, it is not hard to imagine a situation where this is not the case. 

Suppose, for example. that X would confiict with another desire (Y) that I now 

believe to be more important. Since X is the rational desire and it conflicts with Y, 

it follows that Y is an irrational desire. But if I now believe that Y is more 

important. I will likely resolve the dissonance (which was the result of my 



recognizïng that X is a desire that I would have if fully informed) by ignoring X 

(perhaps choosing to believe that it is not really a desire that 1 would have if fully 

infomed). 

The second case involves desires that we now have but would not have 

were we fully infomed (Le., inational desires). Here again it seems that we 

would Iikely resolve the dissonance that would result from recognition that one's 

desires are irrational by getting rid of the desire (or at least taking the appropriate 

steps to rid ourselves of the desire). We ofien change our desires very quickly 

upon learning that they are based on false information. For example, one would 

quickly lose the desire to drink the contents of the glass in front of him upon 

leaming that it is filled with gasoline and not water. But once again there are 

many counterexamples. There are many things that we now believe we should 

desire. In other words. we now endorse certain things. If we somehow learn that 

some of these desires are irrational we will surely expenence psychological 

dissonance, But in these cases it is not at al1 clear that we will resolve the 

dissonance by trying to lose the desire. These desires matter to us and we may 

therefore choose to resolve the dissonance by modifying ouf belief that they are 

based on false information rather than by giving them up. 

So it seems that we need something more in order to show that rational 

desires recommend themselves to us. It will not do to sirnply maintain that 

people, as a matter of fact, always do seek rationai desires (and avoid irrational 

ones) when they are faced with this type of psychological dissonance. We have 

seen that this is not always the case. Although most people are likely to resolve 

the dissonance in favor of rational desires most of the time, we have no reason to 

suppose that everyone will do so all of the time. 

But there is another consideration. equally naturalistic, which recommends 

rational desires. Brandt calls it a 'pragmatic' consideration. He writes that "both 



irrational desires and irrational aversions are apt to be costly. or to stand in the 

way of benefits, in one way or another." (Brandt 1979: 157) The examples that 

we have just considered help to illustrate this point. In the Festinger example we 

have a penon who recognizes that she is afraid despite her belief that there are 

only friends in the room. Now in this case we saw that she would Iikely resolve 

the psychological dissonance by trying to rid henelf of the fear. But again. this is 

not necessary. She may choose to modify her belief that only friends are present. 

However, if it is true that there are only friends in the room (and hence no reason 

to be afraid), remaining fearful will prove to be costly. She could be enjoying 

henelf at a pariy with fnends. This consideration will recornmend to her losing 

the fear- 

The example involving the patient who receives bad news from her doctor 

might seem to present a problem here. Suppose that the doctor's diagnosis is 

correct and the patient has only a short time left to live. In this case, not only is it 

plausible that she might resolve the psychological dissonance by choosing to 

maintain her optimistic demeanor, but doing so rnight actually benefit her. And 

losing her optimism might prove to be costly. Remaining optimistic might improve 

her quality of Iife for the time she has left. It might even increase the time she 

has left. So we seem to have a case where an "irrational desire" pays off and a 

"rational desire" is costl y. 

But I believe that it is a rnistake to label the patient's desire to remain 

optimistic "irrational", and the opposite "rational". Recall that sornething is rational 

for an agent to desire if she,  aller being fully infomed, would desire it for her less 

than perfect self. The fact that the patient's epistemically preferred self would 

know that her prognosis is bad does not entait that she will want herself now to 

give up hope. Indeed. if it is tnie that keeping an optimistic attitude would benefit 

her (whether it would improve or extend her life). then surely that is what she will 



want herself now to want. In this case it is the desire to remain optimistic (despite 

the doctor's news) which is the rational desire. 

So rational desires recommend themselves to us not because we always 

do resolve psychological dissonance in favor of them. but because acting on 

them pays off (while acting on irrational desires is costly). Of course certain 

desires that are rational for us will be costly if we act on them right away. One 

might discover that one's fully infomed self would want him to quit smoking. For 

this penon, the desire to quit smoking is a rational desire. But it is possible that 

immediately acting on this desire would be too much to bear for this person. 

Perhaps he would suffer from severe depression if he just quit cold turkey. What 

recommends itself to him is taking the necessary steps to rid himself of the desire 

to smoke. This will have to be done over a petiod of time if it is to be cost- 

effective. 

I submit that the notion of being fully infomed poses no threat to securing 

the second link to motivation. The changes that result from the process of 

becoming fully infonned pose no threat since they are only temporary. Someone 

with a motivational set ABCD will require different motivational sets to appreciate 

various information. He might, after the process, end up with motivational set 

XYZ- But we are not concened with what sorneone who has motivational set 

XYZ wants even if he is fully informed. So we ask instead what the fully infomed 

person with motivational set ABCD wants. This person will refy on memory to 

appreciate information that initially required a different motivational set We have, 

then, the same person only fully infoned. Of course. this person's motivational 

set will likely undergo some changes after being fully infomed (he might even 

end up with motivational set XIZ). But these changes, the changes that result 

from being fully infonned (as opposed to the process of becoming fully infoned). 



will be welcome. Taking the necessary steps to acquire these new motivations 

wiil be beneficiai whiie not doing so wiii be costly. 

But Rosati believes that the problem of appreciation goes deeper than 

simply posing a threat to the second link to motivation. . Her third worry in 

"Perrons, Perspectives, and Full Information Accounts of the Good", recall, is 

that the notion of being fully informed is incoherent She writes that 

proponents of ldeal Advisor views attempt to resolve the problern of 
appreciation by requiring that a person undergo whatever education and 
experiences are necessary to render infomation fully vivid. The 
problem of appreciation does not arise, however, simply because we 
need experiences or education for information to register. It has its root 
in what it is like to be a pafticular person. (Rosati 1995b: 307) 

Recall from the last chapter that the full information account of well-being must be 

able to address properly questions regarding what kind of persan to be. It seerns, 

then, that Our fuliy informed selves must be able to survey the various lives open 

to us and the various kinds of people we might become. We have been 

concemed, in this chapter, with whether or not it is possible for an agent with a 

particular motivational system to appreciate al1 possible bits of infonation. We 

have seen that memory provides us with a means for appreciating infonation 

that otherwise would require a different motivational system. But can we extend 

this strategy so that it allows an agent to appreciate not only every possible bit of 

information, but also every possible life that she might live - every possible 

perspective? 

A perspective. though, seems like nothing more than a disposition to be 

able to appreciate certain bits of information (and not othen). If we cm make 

sense of appreciating individual bits of infomation via memory (and I think that 

we have seen that we cm) then there should be no problem in making sense of 

appreciating particular bundles of infomation via memory. If the atheist can now 



appreciate that having one's prayers answered is uplifting, it seerns she can also 

appreciate that the belief that heaven awaits us can get one though tough times. 

And it so it goes with ail of the other individual bits of information that an atheist 

with no past religious experience might fail to appreciate. The atheist can now 

appreciate, via rnemory. what it was like to be a theist Appreciating different 

perspectives does not seem to be a problem. 

Rosati asks us to consider what it is Iike to compare thirty-one different 

fiavors of ice cream. (Rosati 1995b: 31 5) In order for us to make an infonned 

decision regarding our preference in this case, it seems that we must be farniliar 

with al1 thirty-one fiavors. Having tasted each flavor in the past will suffice. As 

Rosati remarks. "remembenng how a certain fiavor of ice cream tasted is 

curiously like tasting it now." (Rosati 1995b: 31 5)  

But comparing different lives. according to Rosati, is radically unlike 

companng different fiavon of ice cream. Consider a person who is obtuse. This 

person will react to a fnend in distress not with sympathy but by pointing out that 

she is behaving irrationaliy. Can such a perron know what it is like to be a 

sympathetic person? Rosati wntes that 

[i]f she cannot now see another's distress as calling for a sympathetic 
response, it is unclear how she could accurately remember what it was 
like to so view it. In order to recall what it is like to see another's distress 
as calling for a sympathetic response, it would seem that she must now 
be capable of seeing another's distress in that way. (Rosati 1995b: 320) 

So companng different ives is unlike comparing different fiavon of ice cream in 

that the latter does not depend upon one's perspective. "The obtuse person's 

obtuseness will not influence whether she enjoys chocolate ice cream, but it will 

influence whether she responds to a crying friend with syrnpathy or irritation." 

(Rosati 1995b: 31 6) Perspectives that are at odds with each other cannot be 



cornpared. Some perspectives can'not be appreciated frorn within othen. Thus 

the notion of being fully infomed about al1 perspectives is incoherent. 

But, as Rosati points out, "[o]btuseness rnay seem a special case. since it 

involves an Ricapacity to grasp certain information." (Rosati 1995b: 320) The 

obtuse person cannot appreciate the fad that her friend's condition calls for a 

sympathetic response because not being able to appreciate such a fact is 

precisely what we mean by being obtuse. Someone who is obtuse suffers fmm a 

cognitive deficiency and the full information account corrects for such 

deficiencies. To be sure, someone who is fully informed might still desire to 

respond to her friend's situation by pointing out to her that she is acting 

irrationally. But this fully infomed person wi-Il appreciate that the situation calls 

for sympathy and so she will not be acting from an obtuse perspective. 

What Rosati needs, in order to show that the notion of being fully informed 

is incoherent, is a clear case where two perspectives cannot be sirnultaneously 

appreciated where this is not simply due to a lack-of knowledge. Unfortunately, 

she provides us with no such example. She provides us with only one other 

example. She asks us to consider a person who loses her sense of humor. Can 

such a person remember what it was like to have a sense of humor? According 

to Rosati, "[ilf she can no longer find things funny, it is hard to see how she could 

remember what it is like to find things funny. When we remember what it was like 

when we found something funny, we are likely to find it funny again." (Rosati 

1995b: 320) 

Perhaps in this case it is not as tempting to suggest that someone who 

lacks a sense of hurnor is missing certain information (Le., lacking knowledge). It 

is controvenial to suppose that finding something funny. or not finding it funny, 

constitutes a cognitive shortcoming. But what is not clear is Rosati's daim that 

we cannot rernember what it was like to find something funny which we do not 



now find funny. Most of us have a sense of humor which develops over time. 

Many things that we once found funny do not seem funny to us now. Certain 

things that once seemed funny might even offend us now (e-g.. certain tasteless 

jokes). But 1 see no reason to suppose that we cannot accurately remember 

what it was Iike to find these things funny. We might even be able to explain 

exactly why we did find these things funny by citing vanous circumstances in 

which we found ounelves (e-g., the social position we held, out character traits, 

etc.). One might. for example. try to explain to you why jokes which degrade 

certain ethnic groups were funny to her as a young teenager. She might explain 

that as a teenager she was driven by a need to fit in with her circle of friends. 

She strongly identifted with this group whose rnernbers were al1 from similar 

ethnic backgrounds. As a result of this strong identification she took differences 

in other people (Le.. people from different ethnic backgrounds) as something to 

poke fun at. Of course, if she gives you such an explanation you might not 

appreciate what it is like to find these things funny (you may have never found 

such things humorous). But she has had first hand experience with the 

circumstances that she cites and so it would seern that she can appreciate what it 

is like to find these things funny even if she no longer finds them funny. 

This type of consideration also applies to Rosati's first case. Suppose that 

instead of an obtuse person we imagine a person who is unsympathetic. This 

person will respond to her friend ~ Ï t h  irritation not because she does not 

recognize that the situation calls for sympathy (like the obtuse person), but 

because she simply does not have the desire to respond sympathetically. There 

is no lack of knowledge in this case. But once again 1 is not at al1 clear that the 

unsympathetic person cannot appreciate what it was Iike to be sympathetic. We 

can imagine a sympathetic person who has become cold and uncaring through 

bitter experience. There seems to be no conceptual difficulty in picturing this 



person accurately remembering what her Iife was like prior to this experïence. 

Indeed, much like the case involving the ethnic jokes, she might even be able to 

explain to someone what it was like to be sympathetic, citing various 

circumstances in which she found herself back then. Of course, given only this 

explanation, this person might not appreciate what it is like to be sympathetic 

(perhaps he has always been unsympathetic). But the one providing the 

explanation will appreciate what it is like to be sympathetic since she has had first 

hand experïence with the circumstances that she cites. 

Rosati's examples, then, do not show that the notion of being fully 

infomed about al1 perspectives is incoherent Perspectives that are at odds with 

each other because of a lack of information (e.g.. sympathetic vs. obtuse) pose 

no threat since the full infomation account corrects for such cognitive 

deficiencies. And she provides us with no reason to believe that perspectives 

which otherwise seem at odds with each other (e-g., sympathetic vs. 

unsympathetic) cannot both be appreciated from one perspective provided that 

the agent haç experienced both. Many of us, it seems, can now remember what 

it was like to view the world from an entirely different perspective. 

So it seems that we can make sense of the notion of fully informing 

someone while holding her motivational system fixed. An agent could 

(theoretically) be informed about ail of the possible lives open to her, relying on 

memory to appreciate that infomation which othenMse would not register given 

her current motivational system. Sinœ we ourselves are the ones who occupy 

the ideal standpoint, and any changes to our motivational system that are the 

result of being fully informed are welcome. the judgments of our fully informed 

selves will have normative authority for us and so the second link to motivation 

will be effected. 



Chapter 4: Conclusion 

We have examined several criticisms of the full information account of 

well-being which purport to show that the judgments of our fully inforrned selves 

lack normative authority. Acairding to Rosati. our fully informed selves do not 

make ideal advisors. Let us now review Rosati's arguments for this view and the 

reasons we found for rejecting them. 

We began. in chapter 2. by looking at Rosati's concem that naturalism in 

general. and the full information account of well-being in particular, does not allow 

us to address properly questions regarding what kind of person to be. Her 

argument for this daim went something like this: 

(1) Humans are, fundarnentally. self-inventors. 

(2) The good for A must be suited to A qua A 

(3) Therefore. the good for humans must be suited to us as self-inventon. 

(4) The naturalist's account of 'good for a person' treats the person as identical 

with her current motivational system and so is not suited to us as self-inventors. 

(5) Therefore. the naturalist's account of 'good for a person' fails. 

We saw that the weak link in this argument is premise (4). For although it is true 

that the naturalist's account of 'good for a person' does identify a person with her 

current motivational system. we must take into account that one's motivational 

systern includes the persona1 ideals that one now holds. We may choose to 

change ourselves in Iight of these personal ideals. Indeed, on the full information 

account, changing ourselves in Iight of these ideals (if that is what we desire for 

our current selves once we are fully infoned) is what is good for us. So the 

naturalist's account of 'good for a person, at least on the full information account, 

seems perfectly suited to us as self-inventors. 



And we have seen that Rosati really has no other alternative but to treat 

personal ideals as a part of one's motivational system. S h e  cannot treat them as 

the extemalist does. The extemalist daims that a persona! ideal might have 

value for a penon, where 'value' does not simply consist of the person's desires. 

That way, we might appeal to things like personal ideals in order to explain 

certain desires. For example. Sandy's desire to be like Madeiyn might be 

explained by her perception. or recognition that being Iike Madelyn is valuable. I 

have suggested that such explanations are unilluminating unless some positive 

account of value is given. At any rate, Rosati cannot endorse such a strategy. 

She believes that an account of the good must satisfy a double Iink to motivation 

to ensure that we are not alienated from our good. It is not enough that X is 

something that is capable of motivating us. We have to care about the conditions 

under which we desire X. On extemalist accounts, we rnight be radically 

alienated from our good. X might be good for a person even if X completely fails 

to move that person under any circumstances. 

Rosati could, instead, endorse a f o n  of intemalism which claims that the 

good for a persan is such that it must be capable of motivating that person but is 

not simply constituted by her desires ( Darwall cails this non-constitutive 

existence intemalisrn). But we found this view to be implausible. If we are to 

maintain that certain things (other than desires) are intrinsically motivating, or, as 

Mackie puts it, have to-bepunuedness built into them, we will need an account 

of how it is that we corne to know about these things, and how exactly knowing 

about them entails being motivated by them. Rosati provides us with no such 

account- 

We conduded, in chapter 2. that Rosati's attempt at a sophisticated 

version of Moore's open question argument fails. Her strategy is to find a 

question that was genuinely compelling (and not just barely possible) which could 



be addressed using our everyday concept of 'good for a perron'. but could not be 

addressed using the analysis provided by the full information account. In other 

words, it is not enough merely to point out that we can ask "This is something that 

I woold want if fully inforrned. but is it good for me?'- We can ask the same kind 

of question with respect to any a postenon identity claim. For example. one might 

ask "This is H20, but is it water?". Such questions are possible to ask, but they 

are not genuinely compelling. According to Rosati, the genuinely compelling 

questions that cannot be addressed on the full information account are questions 

regarding what kind of person to be. 8ut we have seen that by treating pefsonal 

ideals as a part of our motivational system. the full information account can 

address such questions. 

In chapter 3, we examined Rosati's concem with the notion of being fully 

informed that the full information account relies on. There were three related 

worries: 

(1) The peson who emerges after the process of becoming fully informed may 

not be you. 

(2) Your fully infomed self (even if it is you) might not have the qualities suitable 

for an ideal advisor- 

(3) The notion of being fully infomed about al1 possible perspectives is 

incoherent. 

The first two worries stem ftom Rosati's concem that the full information 

account does not satisfy a strong enough fonn of intemalism, namely, what she 

calls "two-tier internalism". If X is good for me then X must be something that is 

capable of motivating me (the first link to motivation) and I must care, under 

ordinary optimal conditions, about the circumstances under which I would desire 

X (the second link to motivation). But we will have to change markedly in order 

to become fully informed and sol on the full information account, the second link 



to motivation will not be effected. The judgments of Our fully informed selves will 

lack normative authority for us. 

There are two types of changes that an agent's motivational system might 

undergo. The two types of changes correspond to Rosati's first two worries. 

First. there are those changes that an agent must undergo in order to appreciate 

. certain information. These are the changes that are due to the process of 

becoming fully informed. Second, there are those changes that are due to 

being fully informed. 

We saw that the first type of change poses no real threat. A person can 

rely on memory to appreciate those bits of information that initially required a 

different motivational system. With an extended memory. she will be able to 

appreciate al1 information from within her current motivational system. She will 

then be the same person, only fully informed. And so the process of becoming 

fully inforrned does not threaten the second link to motivation. 

Next, we dealt with the second type of change. We found that the 

changes that a person's motivational system might undergo due to being fully 

informed will be welwrne. Acting on (or taking the necessary steps to acqoire) 

desires that one would have if fully infomed will be beneficial, while not acting on 

these desires (or acting on desires that one's fully informed self would not have) 

will be costly. So these changes do not threaten the second link to motivation 

either. 

Finally, we examined Rosati's claim that the notion of being fully informed 

about al1 possible perspectives is incoherent. We found that the examples she 

provides in support of this daim are unconvincing. She provides us with no clear 

case where two perspectives cannot be simultaneously appreciated where this is 

not simply due to a lack of knowledge. 



So it seems that the judgments of our fully infomed selves do have 

normative authonty for us. And this suggests that ouf fully infomed selves make 

ideal advisors. These considerations provide strong support for the full 

infomation account of well-being. There is, of course, much more that needs to 

be done in order to provide a complete defense of the full information account 

For instance, we have not considered the type of wony raised by Velleman. We 

have simply assumed that the concept '"that which one's fully infomed self would 

endorse" is an empirically determinate concept. Recall, from chapter 1, that this 

is what I take to be the second serious wony that the full infomation accaunt 

faces. It seems, though, that we have made considerable progress in meeting 

the first serious worry. I believe that dealing with Rosati's W O ~ ~ S  has helped to 

demonstrate the normative authonty of our fully infomed judgments. 
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